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1. Introduction 

Date: 
29 September 2005 

1 .I The purpose of this report is to allocate funding for the provision of 
Improvement Grants for the installation of central heating. 

Ref : 
TMcK/IMcM/AMcS 

2. Background 

2.1 Policy regarding the provision of Improvement Grants in respect of installation 
of central heating was set out in a report to Housing Committee in 1997. This 
allows grant only in limited circumstances - usually where there is no form of 
heating within the house, or where there is a existing central heating system 
which was installed some years ago and is now irreparable or condemned, 
being subject to breakdown and parts being difficult to obtain. In each case, 
grant is only approved if the case is suitably supported in writing by a 
specialist medical consultant. (The other circumstances in which grant may 
be provided are where the works are part of a comprehensive improvement to 
a sub-tolerable house, or where an Occupational Therapist has carried out a 
Community Care Assessment and recommends a change in the form of 
heating on the basis of functional difficulties related to disability.) 

2.2 Since 2001/02 the Scottish Executive have funded a Central Heating 
Programme which has provided free central heating and energy efficiency 
works for qualifying pensioners. Any applications we have received from 
pensioners have therefore been referred to that programme, and this has 
allowed the council to focus resources on non-pensioners. Up to 2003/04, a 
small budget of €30,000 within the Non-HRA Capital Programme was 
allocated for these grants. In 2004/05, however, no provision was made for 
them within Private Sector Housing Grant but, following a bid for Warm Deal 
funding, €40,000 was made available. This focused on fuel poverty, and as 
the persons eligible for Improvement Grant were generally fuel poor, this 
funding was utilised effectively to meet their needs. 
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5. 

5.1 

In the current financial year, Warm Deal funding is not available for this 
purpose. The number of grant applications is small (only 6 applications likely 
to meet medical criteria received since December 2004) but the level of need 
is often clearly high, and it is proposed that grant funding be made available 
from the budget for Disabled Adaptations. This would not reduce the 
availability of grant to disabled people for adaptations, as the expenditure on 
this work is likely to be constrained this year simply by the capacity of local 
contractors. Projected funding for grants for central heating in this category is 
unlikely to exceed €35,000. 

These grants are fully means-tested and would be at any level between 0% 
and 100%. Applicants who receive Disability Living Allowance would also be 
entitled to relief on VAT on the installation of central heating, paying a 
reduced rate of 5% rather than 17.5%. 

Corporate Considerations 

There is funding available in the Non-HRA Capital Programme for the likely 
number of applications. This report has been agreed with the Finance and 
Social Work Departments. 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that Improvement Grants be made available in 2005/06 
from the budget heading for Disabled Adaptations to non-pensioner 
applicants whose applications meet the existing criteria 

Background Information 

Background information is available in the Housing & Property Services 
Department. 
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